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ABSTRACT

Cloud computing is a new paradigm that provides end users with a secure, personalized, dynamic computing environment with guaranteed service quality. One popular solution is Google cloud firestore, a global-scale not only structured query language (NoSQL) document database for mobile and web apps. Recent research on cloud-based NoSQL databases often discusses the difference between them and SQL databases and their performance. However, using cloud-based NoSQL databases such as firestore is tricky without any scientific comparison methodology, and it needs analysis of how its particular systems work. This study aims to discover what is the best design that could be implemented to optimize data read cost, response size, and time regarding the cloud firestore database. In this study, we develop a grade point average (GPA)-report mocking application to assess data read based on our institution’s needs. This application consists of three functions. Add the graduated GPA and students’ names, and view the ten highest GPAs, GPA average, and total graduated students. The finding indicates that aggregating data on the client side or utilizing the Google cloud function trigger, then updating aggregation data in one transaction significantly reduces document read count (cost), response size, and time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing rises as a new paradigm that provides developers with a reliable, personalized dynamic computing environment with guaranteed quality of service [1], [2]. The national institute of standards and technology (NIST) defines cloud computing as a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a configurable pool of shared computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned and released with low management effort. Minimal management or interaction with a service provider. This cloud model includes five essential features, three service models, and four deployment models, as illustrated in Figure 1 [3]. Cloud computing makes use of a number of service models, including infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS), platform-as-a-service (PaaS), software-as-a-service (SaaS), and many others [4]. The essential advantage of cloud computing is consolidated data; having all the data in one location helps with forensic preparation, leading to faster, more coordinated incident response. IaaS providers can create a specialized forensic server within the cloud with centralized data ready to utilize when needed [5]. When hosting conventional infrastructure and platforms on-premises, it is typically necessary to manually expand infrastructure resources like virtual machines and software development platforms [6]. Because of all the capabilities, it provides free access. Google firebase is an excellent and powerful platform available today [7].
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One of the services offered by Google’s Firebase platform, which offers a variety of products and services for application development, is the realtime database service [8]. Firebase is a cloud-based database [9] appropriate for applications that demand frequent data updates. Google made the Firebase database to aid programmers in the development of applications. Server-side coding is no longer necessary for programmers because Firebase has handled it. Because Firebase has dealt with the server side, programmers designing client-server applications appear to be coding as if they were writing a stand-alone program (client side) [10]. Google cloud Firestore is a not only structured query language (NoSQL), document-based cloud-host database solution. Each document is organized into collections and may be linked to other subcollections. It has queries that are significantly faster and more efficient than Firebase real-time database, as well as improved scalability and the speed advantage it has over Firebase real-time database.

In recent studies, there have been many discussions on comparing SQL with NoSQL database performance [10], [16]–[21]. Implement SQL and NoSQL databases in mobile applications, analyzing big data’s type, pros, cons, characteristics, and features on SQL and NoSQL databases [22]–[24]. However, using cloud-based NoSQL databases such as Firestore is tricky without any scientific comparison methodology, and it needs analysis of how its particular systems work. This study aims to provide the best scenario when using Firebase cloud Firestore (NoSQL database) in real-world applications and how data structure affects the bill, response time, and size to get the most efficient and effective method.

2. METHOD

This study uses Firebase cloud Firestore as a database and uses Google admin software development kit (SDK) version 9.9.2 to interact with it. To achieve the goals of this study, we use general experiments and primary mean, median, and statistical mode methods. We use ‘Faker’ as dummy data to generate a 100 grade point average (GPA) s, student identifications (ID), and name data. We developed a simple GPA-report mocking application to assess data read to replicate real-world applications based on our institution’s needs. This application consists of 3 simple functions. Add the graduated GPA, student ID, and name, and view the ten highest GPAs, GPA average, and total graduated students. This study consists of four analyses: i) Cost
related factors that affect the bill [25]; ii) Document read count; iii) Payload Size; and; iv) response time. We write a function to count every document’s response for document read count. As for payload size and response time, we use chrome dev tools and [26] hyper text transfer protocol (HTTP) archive (HAR) to comma-separated values (CSV) online tool to convert its report to analyze it in a spreadsheet document.

When using cloud Firestore, some factors affect the bill. The number of documents that have been read, written, and deleted. The amount of storage used by the database, including metadata and index overhead, and the amount of network bandwidth used [27]. The price varies by location; we utilized the Jakarta region as an example in this study. The units of measurement for storage and bandwidth are gigabytes (GiB).

\[ 1 \text{ GiB} = 2^{30} \text{ bytes} \]  

The daily read price is used:

\[ \text{document read rate} \times (\text{daily document reads} - 50,000) \]

\[ \frac{\text{100,000}}{\text{100,000}} \]

the base price for document reading is counted per 100,000 and 50,000 free reads daily. The written daily price is used:

\[ \text{document write rate} \times (\text{daily document writes} - 20,000) \]

\[ \frac{\text{100,000}}{\text{100,000}} \]

the base price for document writing is counted per 100,000, and 20,000 free writes daily. The daily delete price is used:

\[ \text{document delete rate} \times (\text{daily document deletes} - 20,000) \]

\[ \frac{\text{100,000}}{\text{100,000}} \]

The base price for document deleting is counted per 100,000 and 20,000 free deletes daily. Write and delete is simply measured; each set(), update(), or delete() request is considered as one [27].

Firestore charges the amount of data that is stored and storage overhead. Storage overhead includes composite indexes, metadata, and automatic indexes. The metadata on each document includes; i) the document ID, which consists of the document’s name and the collection ID; ii) each field’s name and value; and iii) any document-related single-field and composite indexes. The collection ID, field values, and document names are all included in each index entry, depending on how the index is defined. The amount of data stored in Cloud Firestore is calculated monthly and applied as shown in (5).

\[ (\text{data stored} - 1GB) \times \text{stored document rate} \]

The response size, the cloud Firestore database’s location, and the response’s destination all influence the cost of network bandwidth for a cloud Firestore request. Protocol overhead, such as secure sockets layer (SSL), is not considered when calculating bandwidth use on the network. Requests for cloud security rules for Firestore are not measured against bandwidth use on the network. Ingress and egress within an area are unrestricted, as are ingress and egress across regions within a multi-region. Firebase only charges for Google cloud queries across regions; it does not charge for regional traffic in the United States or requests from sources other than Google cloud. The first ten GiBs are given free per month.

Five factors affect the cost of cloud Firestore: i) reads, writes, and deletes; ii) listens to query results; iii) cloud Firestore security rules; iv) storage size; and; v) network bandwidth. Some factors, like listening to query results and Security rules, are considered static variables because they stay the same regardless of what scenario is used. We assume the storage size and network bandwidth is similar to any scenario in this study because the data center we choose is similar to our targeted users.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Scenario 1

The standard data model for no relational data with large entries is to write every data as a single document. The data set used in this scenario is students’ GPA data consisting of name and GPA. We need a sorting function to determine what is the ten highest GPAs. Firestore has a built-in sorting feature to get it done. We use orderBy() and limit(); by using this feature, we reduce from millions of reads to only the data we want, i.e., ten. This scenario has some limitations: i) an orderBy() clause checks for the existence of the specified fields as well; ii) when a filter with a range comparison (, =, >, >=) is included, the first ordering must...
be on the same field; iii) cannot order a query by any field included in (=) equality or in a clause. Additionally, we could swiftly locate documents in extensive collections using cloud firestore’s advanced queries.

```
“studentsGPAs”:
"12digitsUID": {
  name: 'string',
  ID: 'string'
  GPA: integer,
}
```

(6)

### 3.1.1. Document read count

To count total students and average GPA, we read all the data, send it to the client side and do the aggregation on the client side. The document read count is the same as the number of documents fetched. In this scenario, two server calls are made to fulfill functional requirements. First, get all data, and second, get the ten highest GPA data. This server call model is illustrated in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. The illustration of scenario one](image)

We can reduce document read count by only making one server call (read all students’ data) and then aggregate and sort data on the clients’ side. With this approach, the document’s read count is the same as the student’s data count. Nothing wrong with the data scheme here. The problem arises when numerous documents are read and sent to the client. Assume that there are hundreds or even millions or billions of documents. It will mess up here, as the document read and network bandwidth will be massive. Let us assume we have 20 thousand students and a thousand active users daily, and every user only makes one server call. The size of all documents will be:

$$20,000 \times 1000 \times 1 = 20 \text{ Millions document reads}$$

(7)

with 20 million reads per day, the cost will be:

$$\frac{(20,000,000 - 50,000) \times 0.038}{100,000} = \$7.581$$

(8)

### 3.1.2. Response size

The response size of 100 students’ test data is 8.6 Kb, as shown in Figure 3. Response size will grow as the students’ data grows. Big response size will affect compute time and user experience. Let us assume we have about 20 thousand students, and the response size will be:
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8.8Kb (per 100 students) X 200 = 1.6 MB  \[ (9) \]

3.1.3. Response time

We conducted a hundred server calls in this scenario to get network data. Before we analyze the data, we make a histogram, as shown in Figure 4, to remove any outliers from the data to get more reliable data. All presented data is in milliseconds. In this scenario, we get a minimum response time of 83 milliseconds, a maximum of 144 milliseconds, a mean of 99 milliseconds, a Median of 97, a Mode of 98 milliseconds, and a Standard Deviation of 9 milliseconds. Detailed information is shown in Table 1.

![Figure 3. Response size of scenario 1](image)

**Table 1. Response time data-scenario 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Response time in milliseconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4. Response time data histogram-scenario 1](image)

3.2. Scenario 2

In the second scenario, we made a summary document that stores the total students count, average GPA, and ten highest GPAs. First, create a server call to request compilation data, then update the summary documents with new student data added. This function can be done with two models. The first model is Client-side transactions, which means that clients request a summary document and then add new students’ data to the summary document requested before, then post the summarized new data and add new students’ data in one transaction. That means if one of the functions fails, either updating the summary or adding new students’ data, all the requests will be canceled. The illustrations of this model can be seen in Figure 5. Each time a new student’s data is added to the collection. These aggregations must be updated to keep them consistent. Performing the add and update in a single transaction is one technique to achieve consistency. The aggregate data is consistent with the underlying collection by using a transaction. This solution has some limitations: i) security-client-side transactions require authorizing the client to update the database’s aggregate data. While...
enhanced security controls can help mitigate this strategy’s risks, it may not be acceptable in all instances; ii) offline support—when the user’s device is offline, client-side transactions will fail. The developer will need to address this in their app and retry at the right moment; iii) performance—multiple requests to the cloud Firestore backend may be required if the transaction involves multiple read, write, and update activities. Because this could take a long time on a mobile device; and iv) write rates—because Cloud Firestore documents can only be updated once every second, this method may not be suitable for regularly updated aggregations. A transaction also retries a certain number of times before failing.

The second model uses Firebase Cloud Function if client-side transactions are not applicable. To perform this model, we update the summary data using a Cloud Function each time a new entry is added to the students’ data collection. This method transfers the work from the client to a hosted function, allowing the application to add points without waiting for a transaction to finish. We no longer need to allow clients to write access to the aggregate data because code executed in a Cloud Function is not restricted by security constraints. The Illustration can be seen in Figure 6.

This model has limitations: i) cost—each new student’s data post will trigger a Cloud Function call, potentially increasing prices.; ii) latency—because the aggregation process has been offloaded to a Cloud Function, the application will not view updated data until the Cloud Function has been completed. This function may take longer than completing the transaction locally, depending on the speed of the Cloud Function; iii) write rates—because Cloud Firestore documents can only be updated once every second, this method may not be suitable for regularly updated aggregations. If a transaction tries a finite number of times to read a document that has been updated outside of the transaction, it will fail.

3.2.1. Document read counts

To get the total students’ average GPA and the ten highest GPA data, it only performs one server call and reads only one document. The document read count is the same as the number of documents fetched, which is the summary document. Let us assume we have 20 thousand students and a thousand active users daily, and every user only makes one server call per visit, and the size of all documents will be:

Figure 5. Client-side aggregation
With 1,000 documents reads per day, the cost will be $0 because it is still under the free daily quota of 50,000 free documents read per day.

3.2.2. Response size

The response size of 100 students’ summary test data is 964 bytes, as shown in Figure 7. Response size will not grow as the students’ data grow because it only contains summarized data regardless of how many students data. This scenario perform better than the previous one.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Initiator</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>?colName=summaryId</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>App.use@11d4-56</td>
<td>964 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?colName=summaryId</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>App.use@11d4-56</td>
<td>964 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?colName=summaryId</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>App.use@11d4-56</td>
<td>964 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?colName=summaryId</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>App.use@11d4-56</td>
<td>964 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?colName=summaryId</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>App.use@11d4-56</td>
<td>964 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?colName=summaryId</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>App.use@11d4-56</td>
<td>964 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?colName=summaryId</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>App.use@11d4-56</td>
<td>964 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?colName=summaryId</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>App.use@11d4-56</td>
<td>964 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?colName=summaryId</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>App.use@11d4-56</td>
<td>964 B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Response size of scenario 2

3.2.3. Response time

We conducted a hundred server calls in this scenario to get network data. Before we analyze the data, we make a data histogram, as shown in Figure 8. Remove any outliers from the data so we can get more reliable data. All presented data is in milliseconds. In this scenario, we get a minimum response time of 61 milliseconds, maximum of 92 milliseconds, mean of 71 milliseconds, median of 71 milliseconds, Mode of 69 milliseconds, and standard deviation of 6 milliseconds. Detailed information is shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Response time in milliseconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3. Comparison overview

In this section, we make a comparison table so it might be easier to see the differences between the two scenarios. The comparison overview is shown in Table 3. From the Table 3, scenario 2 performs better than scenario 1 in all areas. This finding is similar to the proposed NoSql data modeling by [28]–[30]. The finding and suggestions from [31], [32] also related to this study’s finding that a specific NoSql database requires detailed analysis for the performance and consistent access operations. Calculating aggregation data on the client or cloud function before sending it to the database performs better in cost efficiency, response time, and response size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Comparison overview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document reads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min response time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max response time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSION

Using cloud-based NoSQL databases is tricky and needs analysis of how its particular systems work. This study aims to provide the best scenario when using firebase cloud firestore (NoSQL database) in a real-world application. The best model for using cloud firestore in this study is to separate the summary or aggregated data on another collection and document. Calculating aggregation data on the client or cloud function before sending it to the database performs better in cost efficiency, response time, and response size. This study contributed to the best practice of using cloud firestore with specific techniques. This paper also has practical implications to help application developers newly into the NoSQL world from an SQL database background, so they can implement the best practice of using cloud firestore NoSQL database. This paper has limitations that are only analyzed on cloud firestore and use a simple data structure. Nevertheless, this paper can be the starting point for new application developers into cloud-based NoSQL databases, especially cloud firestore, to familiarize themselves with its system or concept. Future studies should attempt to use more complex data structures and different cloud-based database providers.
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